Following the Property Funds Illiquidity Issues Post 23rd June - Will UK Smaller
Company Funds be the next sector to leave UK investors stranded?
New Research – 11 October 2016
Background – The Brexit Property Fund
SCM Direct were one of the first to highlight the liquidity issues connected with UK property funds, post
the Referendum vote on 23rd June1. We alerted the FCA on the business day after Brexit2 to the fact that
major property funds with illiquid investments were being mispriced and needed to be re-priced and/or
suspended.
Property funds had a fundamental liquidity mismatch where investors were being allowed to buy or sell
the fund daily, whilst the underlying investments often took months to buy or sell.
When funds are suspended it can lead to the whole of an investor’s portfolio being suspended – for
example, in August Standard Life called a halt to any investors wanting to cash in its life insurance bonds
following the property fund suspension saga.
Whilst the new FCA chief, Andrew Bailey, has called for the ‘liquidity mismatches’ in property funds to be
addressed3, no action has been taken to date to either address the fundamental issues in property funds
or more importantly other funds.

UK Financial Advisers Should Consider Liquidity Risk When Assessing Fund Risk
In respect of risk, some advisers can overly focus on how much a fund changes in price each day - volatility
risk, rather than how long it might take to sell the actual investments in a dramatic market event - liquidity
risk.
For example, the widely used FE Analytics Risk Score measures “risk as a measure of volatility relative to
the FTSE 100 index, which has a risk rating of 100. Instruments more volatile than the FTSE 100 have a
score above 100 and vice versa giving a reliable indication of relative risk”.
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This measure in connection to property funds recorded the following low scores:
-

34 score for the Threadneedle UK Property fund
38 for the Henderson UK Property fund
41 for the Aviva Property Trust
42 for the Standard Life UK Real Estate.

Based on these low scores, some advisers may have thought that by included them within client portfolios
they were reducing the clients’ overall risk.
As the performance of many property funds showed, a price moving steadily upwards for a prolonged
period does not necessarily mean that it cannot fall in price materially. Here is one example – the
Henderson UK Property fund:

Source: Henderson

SCM Direct’s Research Findings - UK Smaller Companies Sector Is Facing the Same Liquidity
Issues as Direct Property Funds
SCM Direct analysed the liquidity of the largest funds in the following Investment Association sectors:








UK All Companies
UK Equity Income
UK Smaller Companies
Global Emerging Markets
European Companies Excluding UK
European Companies Including UK
European Smaller Companies sectors.

The research methodology selected funds investing in equities where there was available holdings and
liquidity related data available via Bloomberg. In addition, funds with less than £100m invested were
excluded.
This screening resulted in a research segment of 187 retail funds from all the sectors listed above, with
assets invested amounting to £245 billion.
A fund with cash and liquid stocks can use these as a buffer to meet redemptions but, as the property
fund debacle showed, this may only offer investors temporary protection. Once significant redemptions
occur, and the liquid investments are extinguished, the fund may be forced to either accept serious
markdowns to sell illiquid assets or suspend. Our research analysed the liquidity for each fund on the
basis that they participated in 10% of the average daily volumes in the stocks over a six-month period.
We analysed the 187 funds to see how many days it would take to sell 10% or 20% of the fund. The
data was collected from Bloomberg on the 19th and 20th September 2016.

Findings
1. BY FUND SECTOR
The average UK Smaller Companies fund has investments which would take more than a business
day to sell if 10% or more of the fund was redeemed; raising serious questions about these funds
offering investors daily liquidity.
73% of the UK Smaller Company funds had a liquidity mismatch between their underlying holdings and
the daily liquidity offered to investors should 20% of their funds be redeemed.

SECTOR NAME
UK Smaller Companies
UK Equity Income
UK All Companies
European Companies Excluding UK
European Companies Including UK
European Smaller Companies
Emerging Market Equities
Source: SCM Direct, Bloomberg LP

No. DAYS
To sell 10% of Fund
2 Days
Less than 1 Day
Less than 1 Day
Less than 1 Day
Less than 1 Day
Less than 1 Day
Less than 1 Day

No. DAYS
To sell 20% of Fund
5 Days
1 Day
1 Day
Less than 1 Day
Less than 1 Day
1 Day
1 Day

2. BY FUND
The following funds, with £4.6 Bn in total invested, were found to take two weeks (ten business days) or
more to meet a 20% redemption, based on the funds participating in 10% of the daily volumes in the
stocks held:

FUND NAME
Liontrust UK Smaller Companies
Schroder UK Dynamic Smaller Companies
Schroder UK Smaller Companies
Schroder Institutional UK Smaller Companies Inst
CF Miton UK Smaller Companies
Marlborough UK Micro Cap Growth
Schroder UK Mid 250
Aberdeen Global Emerging Markets Smaller
Companies

No. DAYS
To sell 20% of Fund
29 Days
27 Days
19 Days
12 Days
12 Days
12 Days
11 Days
10 Days

Fund
Size(m)
£468m
£434m
£581m
£370m
£143m
£527m
£1,139m
£934m

SECTOR
UK SMALLER COMP.
UK SMALLER COMP.
UK SMALLER COMP.
UK SMALLER COMP.
UK SMALLER COMP.
UK SMALLER COMP.
UK ALL COMP.
Global Emerging
Markets

Source: SCM Direct, Bloomberg LP

But - what if there were higher than a 20% redemption?
The data within the Appendix shows how many days it would take to redeem differing percentages of
each fund in the table above according to how much of the typical daily volume the fund managed to
participate in. The figures are astonishing.
For example, if the Marlborough UK Micro Cap fund had to sell as much as 50% of the fund, and it
managed participated in 10% of typical daily volumes as per above, it would take 53 business days. If it
had to sell the entire fund on the same assumptions, it would take 22,706 business days i.e. 89 years.
Even if the fund managed to participate in as much as 30% of daily volumes, it would still take 7,569
business days i.e. 30 years to liquidate the whole fund on this basis.
Of course, in such circumstances the manager of this or other similar funds might try and place large
holdings with institutions through a broker rather than sell small amounts each day through the market.
However, this might lead to pricing issues as the first holders ‘out of the door’ would receive the current
market price for their stocks which could well be far higher than the eventual price received?
This might require such funds to suspend dealings to treat all investors fairly.

Conclusion
In light of SCM Direct’s findings, it would appear prudent for the FCA to encourage advisers and fund
groups to look beyond simply how much a share price moves up or down each day in terms of assessing
fund risk. To fulfil the Treating Customers Fairly (TCF) principle, investors should be advised that illiquid
investments are higher risk.

SCM Direct suggests that this research illustrates the imperative for the FCA to step in where fund’s
underlying liquidity does not match the dealing terms offered to investors. Either the investments need
to change or the dealing terms need to change.
Questions to the Regulator:
-

-

Why does the FCA not force fund groups to match the dealing in funds more closely with the
underlying liquidity?
Should the FCA not address this fundamental issue with UK smaller company funds where a typical
fund has a fundamental liquidity mismatch between the liquidity of its holdings and its daily
liquidity that it offers investors?
If it takes say a week to sell 10% of a fund on a normal basis, should the fund not have weekly
subscriptions and if it takes close to a month or more, should it not have monthly subscriptions?
Contact details:
Alan Miller, CIO. SCM Direct
alan@scmprivate.com
+44 (0) 20 7838 8650

Appendix
Details of liquidity horizon of all individual funds named in the report:
Liontrust UK Smaller Companies Fund

Source: SCM Direct, Bloomberg LP

Schroder UK Dynamic Smaller Companies

Source: SCM Direct, Bloomberg LP

Schroder UK Smaller Companies

Source: SCM Direct, Bloomberg LP

Schroder Institutional UK Smaller Companies Inst

Source: SCM Direct, Bloomberg LP

CF Miton UK Smaller Companies

Source: SCM Direct, Bloomberg LP

Marlborough UK Micro Cap Growth

Source: SCM Direct, Bloomberg LP

Schroder UK Mid 250

Source: SCM Direct, Bloomberg LP

Aberdeen Global Emerging Markets Smaller Companies

Source: SCM Direct, Bloomberg LP

The value of investments can go down in value as well as up, so you could get back less than you invest.
It is therefore important that you understand the past performance is not a guide to future returns.
SCM Direct is a trading name of SCM Private LLP which is authorised and regulated by the Financial
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